
Module 5: Design and Monitoring of Group Sequential Trials
University of Washington - Summer Institute in Biostatistics

Solutions to in-class problems: Sessions 1-2

1. By default the following seqDesign command calculates the sample size required for 97.5%
power for a 2-arm trial of binomial proportions under the null hypothesis of θ1 = θ0 = 0.30
and the design alternative θ1 = 0.20, θ0 = 0.30:

dsgn <- seqDesign(prob.model="proportions",

null.hypothesis=c(0.3,0.3),alt.hypothesis=c(0.2,0.3),test.type="less")

(a) What is the required sample size and what is the inference at the boundary?

Answer: The dsgn object shows a sample size of 1137.1 patients (i.e., 569 per group).

(b) Fill in the arguments (...) in the following update() command to obtain the binomFixed

design from the lecture notes.

binomFixed <- update(dsgn,...)

Answer: To get the binomFixed design you need to change both the power and the alternative
hypothesis:
binomFixed <- update(dsgn, alt.hypothesis=c(0.25,0.3),power=0.8)

(c) The following command should now reproduce the binomFixed.1700 design from lecture
notes:

binomFixed.1700 <- update(binomFixed,sample.size=1700,power="calculate")

2. Use the following update command on the binomFixed.1700 design to get a design based on
the alternative hypothesis with 97.5% power.

dsgn2 <- update(binomFixed.1700, power=0.975,alt.hypo="calculate")

(a) What is the difference between dsgn2 and binomFixed.1700, and why are these designs
different?

Answer: The design binomFixed.1700 is based on a design alternative of θ = θ1 − θ0 = −0.05
where θ0 = 0.3 and θ1 = 0.25. The design dsgn2 is based on the design alternative of
θ = θ1 − θ0 = −0.08288 where θ0 = 0.3 and θ1 = 0.3 − 0.08288. These differences result
in different decision criteria (and inference at the boundary) because of the default ap-
proach to calculating the variance when the endpoint is the difference between binomial
proportions. Specific differences are seen in the following:

• Critical value:

– binomFixed.1700 rejects the null when θ̂ < −0.0424

– dsgn2 rejects the null when θ̂ < −0.0414

• Hypotheses discriminated (95% CI at the critical value (use the seqInference com-
mand):

– binomFixed.1700 discriminates between the null H∅ : θ ≥ 0 and the alternative
HA : θ ≤ −0.085.

– dsgn2 discriminates between the null H∅ : θ ≥ 0 and the alternative HA : θ ≤
−0.08288.
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(b) To answer the previous problem explore the following designs:

dsgn2a <- update(dsgn2,variance=0.3*0.7)

dsgn2b <- update(dsgn2,variance=0.275*(1-0.275))

dsgn2c <- update(dsgn2,variance=0.25*0.75)

dsgn2d <- update(dsgn2,variance=(0.25*0.75 + 0.3*0.7)/2)

Comments: Notice that dsgn2a is a design based on a null hypothesis using the placebo variance.
dsgn2c is a design based on a null hypothesis using the active treatment group variance.
dsgn2b is a design based on a null hypothesis using an “intermediate” variance.
dsgn2d is a design based on the variance under the design alternative hypothesis.
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